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Article abstract
" What French Anthropologies Are Thinking... or Caution :
What Are They Talking About, and How Are They Talking About It ? "
Different anthropological approaches construct their objects - the "what" and
"how" of their thinking and speaking - in divergent manners, according to
unrelated rules and analytical frameworks. Limiting the analysis to French
research (though such a move hardly reduces the multiplicity of approaches),
the author broaches the non-commensurability of the reigning paradigms - of
which marxism and structuralism remain the most important - and their
current antipathy, as well as touching upon the problem of the various
"knowledge Systems" that are used (Science or History?). Both of these trends
make a unitary and axiomatic social theory difficult to imagine. Clarifying
things will require thé development of intradisciplinary collaboration
alongside of the customary confrontation, in addition to elaborating an
"anthropology of anthropologies" and of their competing claims to truth.
Key words : Jamard, anthropological discourses, knowledge Systems,
epistemology, theory.
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